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As a Data Scientist, how do you gain a level of trust in your cloud provider with 
respect to data and code integrity while on your journey to production? With Intel’s 
Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX), and Anaconda software with SGX-enabled 
containers, you can now execute your code in a hardware-protected environment 
without relying on your cloud provider.

When data scientists push code to production, we 
want to trust that the data and code is safeguarded  
by our cloud provider of choice – but how do we 
verify data and code integrity has not been lost? 
Anaconda has partnered with Intel to secure the data 
scientist’s journey from development to production. 
You can now execute your code using Anaconda 
software in Intel SGX without having to rely on your 
cloud provider’s security assurances.

For over a decade, Anaconda has continued to 
uphold its standards of stability, performance, and 
interoperability even in the face of today’s rapid 
hardware advancements and cybersecurity disruptions. 

Anaconda software is built from source on Anaconda’s 
secure build network and compiled for all major 
platforms and architectures. To sustain the continued 
rapid adoption of Python, Anaconda software is 
constantly reviewed, pruned, and updated in accordance 
to upstream fixes, changes, and vulnerabilities.

Anaconda software build recipes, metadata, and 
transportation mediums from Anaconda are encrypted 
with conda signature verification, a SHA256 hash that 
is encrypted at time of build, curation, and distribution. 
Conda signature verification allows users to trust –  
and verify – that the package has been signed, sealed  
and delivered from Anaconda’s secure build network.

To further minimize security threats and overall attack 
surface, Anaconda reviews all reported vulnerabilities  
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) and embeds high fidelity vulnerability metadata 
inside Anaconda software. 
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Happy users!

From Development to Production with Intel and Anaconda
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With more than 30 million users, Anaconda is the world’s most popular data science platform and the foundation of modern  

machine learning. We pioneered the use of Python for data science, champion its vibrant community, and continue to steward  

open-source projects that make tomorrow’s innovations possible. Our enterprise-grade solutions enable corporate, research, and 

academic institutions around the world to harness the power of open-source for competitive advantage, groundbreaking research, 

and a better world.

Visit anaconda.com to learn more.

Data science/machine learning/
AI packages are selected to balance 
features, compatibility, and stability —  
and built on secured systems from 
upstream sources.

Packages from the Anaconda repository 
are filtered to meet security policies and 
objectives based on Anaconda-curated 
vulnerability (CVE) information.

Users create trusted execution 
environments containing conda 
environments with conda's signature 
verification feature to verify the installed 
packages are those built by Anaconda.

Intel SGX technology users securely  
load and run code and data.
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https://www.anaconda.com/blog/conda-signature-verification
https://www.anaconda.com/blog/conda-signature-verification

